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Abstract

In this paper we propose a complementary pivoting algorithm to find
a stationary point of an affine function on a polytope. The purpose of this
paper is twofold. First, we fully exploit the linearity of the problem to
follow a linear piece of the path of the algorithm. This typically avoids
unnecessary linear programming pivoting steps. Second, we consider the case
that the polytope is the product of cells and the affine function has
special structure.
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1. Introduction

The linear complementarity problem, introduced by Lemke and Howson
[6], is to find a stationary point of an affine function defined on the
nonnegative orthant. They proposed an algorithm based on complementary piv-
oting to find a solution. Their algorithm starts at the zero vector and
traces a piecewise linear path. Each linear piece of the path can be fol-
lowed by one linear programming pivoting step.

Recently, Yamamoto [8] introduced a complementary pivoting algorithm
to solve the linear stationary point problem on an arbitrary polytope. The
algorithm can start at an arbitrary point in the polytope, and it generates
also a piecewise linear path. A linear piece of the path is followed by
making typically several linear programming pivoting steps.

In this paper, we propose a complementary pivoting algorithm to
solve the same problem as considered by Yamamoto. First, in our algorithm,
each linear piece of the path is followed by making in principle just one
linear programming pivoting step. Second, we discuss how to make such a step
more efficient in case the affine function is defined on the cartesian prod-
uct of polytopes and has special structure. A pivoting step need then to be
done in only one or two matrices of smaller dimension. The special structure
is typically arising when we want to find an equilibrium in international
trade models or in economic models with increasing returns to scale, see
Mansur and Whalley [7], Van der Laan [5], and Kamiya [2]. These equilibrium
problems can be approximated by a sequence of linear stationary point prob-
lems. For each problem in the sequence, we linearize the original problem at
some specific point. Then we solve the linear stationary point problem with
respect to the linearized problem and take the solution as the next point of
linearization. Another way to solve this nonlinear problem is to apply a
simplícial variable dimension algorithm on the simplotope on which set both
equilibrium problems are defined. (See Kamiya and Talman C37.)

A special case of the new algorithm is the one introduced by Kremers
and Talman [4] to solve the linear complementarity problem with lower and
upper bounds. Another special case is the algorithm proposed by van den
Elzen and Talmen [1] to find a Nash equilibrium of a bimatrix game.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the path of
the algorithm. In Section 3, we give the steps of the algorithm and describe
how the structure of the affine function can be exploited.

2. The path oP the algorithm

Let N be a nonnegative integer. For i- 0,1,...,N, let the set S1 be
defined by

n.
Si -{xi E R l~(Ai)Txi - bi, (Ai)Txi ~ bi}

for some ni, where for some m, Ai is an nixi-matrix with j-th column
denoted ai~ for j- 1,...,i and bi is an i-vector, for h- 1,2. We assume
that each S1 is bounded and nonempty. Moreover we assume that each S1 is
simple, i.e., each vertex of Si lies on ni-mi edges. Without loss of gene-
rality we assume that none of the constraints in determining Si is redundant
and that the dimension of Si is equsl to ni-mi. For h- 1,2, we denote the
index set {1,...,m} by Ih for ell i, and we denote iN-~ni by n. Let S be
the cartesian product of the1Si's, i.e., S- RN-~S1. A point (x~,...,xN) in
S will be denoted x. Now let f be an affine function from S to Rn, i.e.,
f(x) - Cxtc, for some nxn-matrix C and n-vector c. The stationary point
problem of f on S is to find a point x` in S for which

xifi(xN) s(xi)Tfi(x') for all xi E Sl , i- 0,1,...,N.

We assume that the matrix C has the following special structure,

0 0CD C1 ... CN
1C~ C1

0
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where Ci is an nixni-matrix for i- 0,1,...,N, C~ is an nGxni-matrix and C~
is an nixnG-matrix for i- 1,...,N. Let F be a face of S. Then the normal
cone of F, denoted N(F), is defined by

N(F) -{y E Rn~Yi
-jEG

uijaij t F lyijaij' Hij 2 0 for all j E Gi}
i jEIi

where

Gi -{j E Ii~(aij)Txi - bij for all x E F} , i- 0,1,...,N.

The following lemma describes the characterization of a solution to the
stationary point problem.

Lemma 2.1. The point x" in S is a stationary point of f on S if and only if
for some face F" of S it holds that x" E F" and f(x") E N(F").

To find a stationary point of f on S, we take an arbitrarily chosen point
v-(vG,...,vN) E S. Then the algorithm will follow, starting at x- v, a
piecewise linear path P in S such that for each point x on the path P it
holds that for some face F of S

1) x-(1-~)v t ~z for some a, 0 5 a s 1, and some z E F;
2) f(x) E N(F).

Clearly, if a is equal to 1 or F is such that v lies in F, then x is a sta-
tionary point of f on S. The starting point x- v satisfies 1) and 2) for
a- 0 and F corresponding to a vertex wG of S. For a given face F of S, the
points satisfying 1) and 2) form a line segment and can be followed by
making one linear programming pivoting step as described in the next sec-
tion.
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3. Steps of the algorithm

To initiate the algorithm at x- v, we first have to determine the
vertex w~ of S for which f(v) E N({w~}), To do so we solve for i- 0,1,...,N
the linear programming problem given by

max(Cvtc)ixi or min(bi)TUi 4 (bi)Tyi

s.t. A?)Tx. s b2 2 1
( i i i s.t. AiHi . Aivi -(Cv~c)i

(Primal) (Dual)
(Ai)Txi - bi

Solving the Primal yields a vertex w~ of S1. From the Dual it immediately
follows that f(v) E N(F) where F- {w~}. From Lemma 2.1 it follows that if
v- wD then v is a stationary point of f on S. Suppose v~ wD. Then the
first linear piece of the path P lies on the line segment between v and w~.
For i- 0,1,...,N let the index set Ki be defined by

Ki -{jlÍaij)Txi - bij for xi - w~}.

The set Ki consists of ni-mi elements and is equal to the set {j~y~C ) 0}ij
where u0 is the optimal value of ui in the Dual. Let Dil be the inverse of
the basis matrix at the solution of the Dual, i.e.,

Di -(aij. j E Ki: Ai) . i- 0.1,...,N.

In order to follow the first linear piece of the path P from v, we make a
linear programming (l.p.) pivoting step with the vector C(w~-v), having
incoming variable a, as follows. FromOri - Dil(C(wC-v))i we obtain the di-
rection kij into which uij moves from pij when ~ is increased from 0. If ~
becomes 1 before some of the uij's becomes negative, then w~ is a stationary
point of f on S. Suppose however that ui,k becomes first 0 before a becomes
1. Then the second linear piece of the path P lies in the convex hull of v
and the face F on which (ai,k)Txi, is allowed to become less than bi, . So,
the set Ki, becomes Ki,`{k} and we make a pivot step in Dil with (C(w~-v))i,
to replace ai,k. To determine in which direction the algorithm will moven ,
next we need a point wi, E R i such that (ai,j)Twi, - bi,j for all j E Ki,



and (ai,j)Twi, ~ bi,j for j- k. Let Ei, be equal to Ki, u{k} and let the
n., x n -matrix B., be defined b the rows 2 T
1 i, 1 y (ai,j) for j E Ei, and the rows
1 T 1 -1(ai,j) for j E Ii,. Clearly Bi, is the transpose of the inverse of the

basis matrix obtained at the solution of the Dual for i- i'. Then we can
take wi, equal to

wl~ - w~, - Bil ei~(h)

where h is the index of the row si,k in Bi, and ei,(h) is the h-th unit
vector of dimension ni,. The points w~, and wi, are such that their affine
hull contains the face Fi, of Si~ defined by

Fi, -{xi~ E S1 ~(ai,j)Txi, - bi,j for j E Ki,}.

Notice that the dimension of Fi, is equal to one since ~K.,~ -i
ni, - mi, - 1. For i t i', we set Ei equal to Ki and Bil equal to (D11)T

This concludes the initialization of the algorithm.

In general the algorithm follows the linear pieces of the path P by
making a sequence of l.p. pivoting steps. A linear piece of P lies in

nvF -{x E R ~ x- (1-a)v t az, z E F, 0 5 X 5 1} for some face F of S and a
point x on the piece satisfies f(x) E N(F). Clearly, F- ÍTi-~ F1 where F1 is

k
a face of S1. For all i, Fi is represented by ki . 1 points w0,...,wii in
n.

R 1 such that

0 kii) wi,...,wi are affinely independent
k.

ii) Aff {w~,...,wil} - Aff(Fi),

where Aff(X) is the affine hull of a set X. So the dimension of Fi is equal
to ki. Remark that k i might be equel to zero in which case w~ is a vertex of
Sl. Let Ki -{j~(aij)Txi - bi, xi E Fi}. Because Si is simple, Ki consiats
of ni - mi - ki elements for all i . The representation of each Fl by k. . 1i
points allow us to follow a linear piece of P in vF by making just one piv-
oting step. This avoids the subsequent steps of moving from a set of k. . 1ivertices of Fl to an adjacent set as done in [8].



a

aij E R;

v.. E R.
iJ

A point x on the path P in VF satisfies, for all i

k.i
i) xi -(1-~)vi t Aw0 t E~ij (wi-w~), for some a E[0,1] andj-1

ii) (Cx4c)i - E Kij aij t i 1 vij aij for some Kij E R} and some
jEKi jEIi

Hence, if x lies on the path P in VF, then the system

ro

0

N
aC(w~-V)t i

i-0

0
(wi-w~)

0

- i ui .
jIXi J

0

0
2

alj
0

0

- ï lUi.
jEll J

0

0
1

aij
0

- - C - CV

0

(3.1)

has a solution (a,aij,y,ij,vij) such that a E[0,1], xij E R}. Therefore, the
linear piece of P in vF can be generated by making an l.p. pivoting step in
(3.1) with one of the uij's or as we will see with one of the ~ik 's.

For all i we define the ni x ni matrix Di as follows:

D. -(C (w~-w~), j- 1,...,k : a? j E K: sl j E I1).1 i 1 1 i. 1j' i. ij' i

When we have to make an l.p. pivoting step in (3.1) with the Vector
k.i

~ - C(CT. ...CT. ( w. O-WO )T,CT, ..,OT)T.lo lo
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then in D. the column corresponding to a, is equal to (C(w0-v))i . When we
10 10 0have to make an l.p. pivoting step in (3.1) with the vector g-(OT, ..OT,

Z T T T T(ai h) '0 ,..,0 ), then in Di the column corresponding to ai h is equal
0 0 0 0

to (C(w -v))i . Moreover, for i- 1,...,N, the n0 x ni matrix D~ is given by
0

D~ - (CD(wi-w~), j - 1,..,ki: 0...0).

When the pivoting step is made with a and i0 ) 0, then in D~ the column
0

corresponding to j- ki is equal to (C(w0-v))0. When the pivoting step is
0

made with p and i0 ) 0, then in D~ the column corresponding to p is equal
0

to (C(w0-v))0. Finally, for i- 1,...,N, the ni x n0 matrix D~ is given by

D~ ' (C~(wp-w~). j - 1,...,k0: 0...0).

When the pivoting step is made with a snd i0 - 0, then in DÓ the column
corresponding to j- ki is equal to (C(w0-v))i for i- 1,...,N. When the

0
pivoting step is made with g and 10 - 0, then the column corresponding to ~e
is equal to (C(w0-v))i for i- 1,...,N.

For all i, let Ei C Ii be a set containing Ki and havíng ni - mi
elements and let B-1 be such that the rows of B are equal to (a? )T for1 i 1j E Ei and to (aij)T for j E Ii. Finally let j

y~ - (Bi)-1(bij,jEEi.(bl)T)T, i - 0. 1.....N.

First suppose that we make a pivot step with a. If i0 ) 0, then

k. k.
a - (ÍCO (wi10-W~ ))T. OT, -..OT, ( Ci (wi10-w0 ))T. OT. ..,OT)T.

0 0 0 0 0 0

From the matrices Dil, i- 0, I,...,N, and D~ and D~ for i- 1,...,N, we can
find a pivot direction r as follows. Notice that r must be equal to
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r

r ,-1
DO D~.... D~ ....DN
1 0DO D1..0...0 ql 0...0...0

10

DN0 ...0...0 qN O...O...DN

0
a,10
0

0

where 0qi -(C(w -v))i, i- 0, 1,...,N. Recall that q0 is a column of D~ and
0that q. is a column of D. Then r is equal to10 i0

and

r0 -(DO- E D~Dil(D~-9i(Dil)k~0)-D~ Diló0)-1
i-1 0 0 0
i~10

(a0'( E DODi19i(Dil)k-D~ Dil)ai ).
i-1 0 0 0 0
i~i0

i
' -Dil(9i(Dio)k~i0t(D~-9i(Dio)kDÓ )r0) for i ~ 0, i0

i
ri - Dil ai - Dil DDO r0.

0 0 0 0

In case i0 - 0, one of the columns of the matrix D~ is equal to
k

qi -(C(w0-v))i, for all i. With ai - C~(w 0-w0) for all i, r is equal to

r0 -(DO - L D~Di-1DOi)-1(a0 - i D~Di-1~i)
i-1 i-1

and
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ri - Dil(ai-D~rO) for i~ 0.

When a pivoting step has to be performed with the vector g, then the new
direction is computed in the same way except that instead of a0 and ai in

0the case iC ~ 0 we have pC - 0 and pi - ai h and in the case iC - 0 we have
0 0

~0-a0h~dsi-0fori~0.
The next step is to determine how far we can move into the direction

of r from the current solution. Let ~~, a~j for j- 1,...,ki, and u0j for
j E K. be the current values. From the vector r we obtain the values à, á.ji 1
for j E 1,...,k , and K. for j E K into which direction the variables willi ij i
move. Now x~ -(1-a~)v 4 a~z~ is the current end point of the linear piece
of the path in vF, where z~ E F is given by

ki

z~ - w~ t i a~j(~O)-1(wi-w~).
j-1

Clearly, the point x lies on the path in vF if for all i

k.i
xi - (1-aC-t~)vi r (aC.ta)w~ t E (~~j.t~ij)(wi-w~)

j-1

for t small enough. So, let x(t) -(1-aC-ta)v t(aCft~)z(t) with for all i

ki

zi(t) - w~ t F (~D.ttAi )(aCtt~)-1 (wi-w~). (3.2)
j-1 J j

Then the point z(t) lies in F for small enough t, and z(0) - z~. From (3.2)
we easily derive how far t can be increased from 0 until z(t) lies on the
boundary of F. As soon as for some tl ) 0 we have that (ai ,)TZi'(tl) -,j
bi,j, for some j' (C Ki, and some i', then z(tl) lies in the boundary of F.
From (3.2) it follows that

~0(bi-(aii)TZo)tl - min k , (3.3)
j~i 2 2 T 0 i 2 T h 0
all i ~bij-~(aij) wi } hFl ~ih(aij) ( wi-wi)
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where the minimum is taken only over the positive denominators.
We sllow tl to be equal to plus infinity. Let al -~0 . tl~. Now let

t2 be such that the first xik - kOk } txik becomes zero when we increase t
from 0. When ui z 0 for all k E Ki and all i we set t2 equsl to plus infin-
ity. Let a2 - a~ . tZ~. If min {~1,~2} 2 1, we obtain a solution xM where

k.i
xi - wo ' F (~~jt(1-J~0)aijá-1)(wi-w~), i- 0, 1,....N.

j-1

Now suppose that al ~~Z and az ~ 1, i.e., ui,k, becomes first zero for some
k' E Ki, and some i'. In this case Ki, becomes Ki,`{k'}. When i0 - i' we
pivot into Dil the vector ai (or pi ) to replace ai k,. When i0 ~ i' then

0 0 O1 0
we pivot the vector ai (or Si ) into Di to replace qi and pivot qi, into

0 0 0 0
Dil to replace ai,k,. If necessary we adapt the matrices D0, if i' ~ 0, D~

0
iF i0 ~ 0, and D~ for i- 1,...,N if i' or 10 - 0. Now, either a solution
has been Found or the next piece of the path P is followed by allowing

Z T 2(ai,k ) Txi, to become less than b~,k,. Clearly, i f (sij) vi - bij for all
j E Ki and all i- 0, 1,...,N, then x~ is a solution, where

k.i
xi -(1-~2)vi ~ a2w~ . i(a~j.t2~ij)(wi-w~) for i- 0, 1,...,N.

j-1

k ,
Otherwise, we set ki, equal to ki, t 1 and determine a point wii for which

2 T ki' 2 2 T ki' 2(ai,k,) wi, ~ bi,k, and (ai,k) wi, - bi,k for k E Ki,.
This is easily performed by taking the point

wii - YO, - Bil ei,(h),

where y~, is defined as before and where h corresponds to the index of the
row (ai,k,)T in the matrix Bi,. Now the algorithm continues by making a

k.,
pivoting step with the vector C(OT, ..,OT,(wil -w0 )T OT, OT)T as des-
cribed above for i' equal to i0.

Finally, suppose that al C a2 and J~1 C 1. Let zl be defined by
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k.
1 j 0zi - w~ f E all(~~.4tlai )(wi-wi)

j-1 J j

then zl is such that zl, lies in the boundary of F1 , more precisely,2 T 1 2(ai'j') zi' - bi'j,. Now Ki, becomes Ki, ~{j'} and the next piece of the

path P to follow lies in the face F- ÍTN-0F1 oF S with F1~ determined by the
new index set Ki,. Suppose i0 - i' and the pivoting step is made with o~.
Then no pivot is needed in Dil. Suppose i0 - i' and the pivoting step is

0
k.

made with 2 -1g. Then we pivot ai h into Di to replace Ci (wi 0-w~ ). Suppose
0 0 O1 0 0

i0 t i'. Then we pivot the vector ai (or pi ) into Di to replace qi and

-1 kio 0 0 0 0
pivot qi, into Di, to replace Ci'(wi' -wi')' If necessary we adapt the
matrices D~, if i' ~ 0, D~ if i0 ~ 0, and D~ for i- 1,...,N if i' or

0
0 ki'i0 - 0. We set ki - ki - 1 and we adapt wi „..,wi, such that the affine

0 0
hull of these points contains the new Fi,. This is performed by setting wi,
equal to w~, - w~, t bj zl,-z0, , j 2 2 T j 2

2 T O1 1 ( 1 i) where b-(bi,j,-(ai'j') wi,),(bi,j,-
(ai'j') zi')' We have to meke pivot steps in Dil to replace

Ci,(wi,-w0,) by Ci,(wi,-w,) for j- 1,...,ki,. If necessary we adapt the
matrix Db, if i' ~ 0 and D~ for i- 1,...,N if i' - 0. Finally we adapt B-1i
and Ei,. If j' E Ei, we do not have to change. If j' a E., we take ani '
h E Ei,`Ki, and we pivot in (ai,j,)T into Bil replacing (ai,h)T while Ei,
becomes Ei, ~{j'}`{h}. This concludes the description of an l.p. pivoting
step.

Remark: In the case S is not simple, then the set Ki -{jlu0j)0} might be a
proper subset of the set Gi -{jl(aij)Txi - bij for all xi E F1}. If in such
a case yik becomes 0 after a ratio-test for some k E Ki we first should
check whether some uih, h E Ci`Ki, can be increased from 0 to extend the
linear piece of the path. If so, then a pivoting step is made withT T 2 T T T T(0 , ..,0 ,(aih) ,0 , ..,0 ) and the algorithm continues as described
above. If not, then the algorithm continues in some vF having one dimension
hígher (or a solution has been found).
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